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My name is Nina and I am an online tutor - NinaLaZina. I have worked as a tutor for
over ten years. I love teaching, but I also love to learn! Learning should be fun and
stress-free.
Visit me and have a chat!
NLZ GAMES : www.nlzgames.com
NinaLaZina: www.ninalazina.co.uk
Twitter: designed4doing1
If you know someone whose child(ren) are struggling with maths, please do send
them to look at Kids Printable Games.
One of the most important aspects of learning maths is to practice over and over
again. This can be boring and tedious. Kids hate to be bored – and so do I! Maths
games are a great way to learn without being bored. All the family can take part and
it makes learning a relaxed and fun experience. Learning becomes less stressful and
more joyful. You don't even have to buy a traditional board game – just print and
play! My print and play times tables math games are focused on maths and literacy.
Learning should be fun!
I started designing games for my students – particularly the ones that failed to listen
to much of what I said, unless it was time to play a game!
Games and songs are a wonderful way to learn the times tables, alongside
worksheets. Worksheets can be tedious and uninspiring, but when combined with a
range of interesting activities, they can be fun!
I have selected times tables as they are the building block of maths alongside
addition, subtraction and problem solving.
Also, I have included new vocabulary on many of my Kids' Printable Games as this
helps with developing language skills and is part of literacy.
Throughout my ten years of teaching, I have never had a student that did not go
away smiling at the end of a lesson. We always have fun and if it gets too difficult, we
just play a game, tell some jokes, solve a riddle or listen to a song. Learning should
be stress-free.
Just Print and Play, that's what I say!
Have a great day and spread the word – learning can be fun!
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